Host AGM_John says:
Prolog: It has been 12 hours since the High Council Meeting. During this time the AT has beamed back aboard the Hayden. Sesom has made a brief pubic appearance and announced his arrival. He has also made know his intentions to reveal the last set of secret signs and perform the required miracles at dawn the following morning.

Host AGM_John (Hayden theme.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Also during this time, the disappearance of Councilman Soma has been discovered. At Wendyways request an AT has transported to the planet where CMO Linard and Lt. Asimov have been asked to determine the cause of death and disappearance. It is now 0500 hours planetside and a large crowd has gathered surrounding the base of the hill where Sesom has announced he will appear.

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>

CE_Susman says:
:: on the bridge, at Engineering II ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::in quarter preparing to leave to the bridge::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Sleeping.. ::

Sesom says:
::ponders his weave of lies and deception::

CTO_Derek says:
::At TAC but feels like he has been gone for a couple weeks::

CMOLinard says:
::enters sickbay to prepare for away mission::

Ops_Gregg says:
::exits quarters,enters TL::

CO_Wendy says:
::wondering where she is::

Ops_Gregg says:
TL:Bridge

Host Hadju says:
Action hayden is hailed from the planet

CTO_Derek says:
::Does a quick on shields and weapons::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Dreaming about his wife on Earth ::

CSO_Gol says:
::in quarters, computer just woke him up::

Ops_Gregg says:
::exits TL and hears a hail,goes to his station::

FC_Triton says:
::At the helm, making minor adjustments to orbital path::

CO_Wendy says:
::on bridge ... sitting in big chair::

CE_Susman (voyhail.wav)

Sesom says:
::plots and schemes to lead these sheep to the Dominion::

CE_Susman (voyhail.wav)

CnsKent-M says:
::on the bridge, sitting beside the CO::

Ops_Gregg says:
CO: sir the planet is hailing us,should I put it on screen?

CSO_Gol says:
::takes a sonic shower and heads to the bridge::

CO_Wendy says:
::hears the incoming hail signal ... wonders if someone is going to answer or if the automatic answering machine will have to take the message::

CE_Susman says:
:: runs system check 3547 ::

CO_Wendy says:
OPS: on screen

CSO_Gol TL: Bridge. (Deck.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
::opens the channel:: CO: on screen

Host Hadju says:
CO: will you be joining us for Sesom's appearance?

CMOLinard says:
::is on planet...about to wake Antoine

CTO_Derek says:
::Keeps them both on standby::

Sesom says:
::timing the right moment::

CO_Wendy says:
Hadju: I would be honored

CMOLinard says:
::shakes Antoine:: MO : Lt?....are you awake?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: dreaming that his wife and him are walking in a field ::

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL and returns to science station one::

CnsKent-M says:
::listens to the transmission and the CO's response::

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: I don't want to go to school today mommy :: turning around ::

CMOLinard says:
:: shakes harder:: LT!!!

Sesom says:
::plots and schemes, canvassing the area::

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: I'm awake.. sorry sir.. what's going on ?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: looking around.. see that it's still dark ::..

Host Hadju says:
Action: day begins to break

CO_Wendy says:
All: I'm going to beam down to the planet

CE_Susman says:
:: moves to the Master situation monitor ::

CO_Wendy says:
Gol: You have the conn

MO_Asimov says:
@:: sun beginning to raise ::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Aye, captain. Enjoy yourself!

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods to the CO::

CSO_Gol says:
::sits down in BIG chair::

CnsKent-M says:
CO: Captain, I would like to go with you.

CMOLinard says:
MO: We are here to investigate the councilman's disappearance

CO_Wendy says:
Dario, Kent, you're with me

CO_Wendy says:
Dario: I want you in charge of security on the planet

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: .. what time is it ?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Begin to pack up his sleeping bag ::

CO_Wendy says:
::gets up before Gol sits on her::

CTO_Derek says:
Capt.,:I'll stay and keep the guns hot

CnsKent-M says:
::nods and walks to the lift::

Sesom says:
::notices a nearby stream::

CO_Wendy says:
CTO: don't get trigger happy, we're on a diplomatic mission

CnsKent-M says:
::looks at Derek, thinks she needs to talk to him again soon::

CMOLinard says:
MO: 0500 hrs

CE_Susman says:
:: calls for a duty engineer and heads out with Wendyway ::

CO_Wendy says:
CTO: But I'd appreciate the backup

CSO_Gol says:
::notices he just missed sitting on the captain::

CO_Wendy says:
::heads to TL::

CTO_Derek says:
Capt.:O.K.

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Shouldn't the new Sesom be reveal soon ?

CTO_Derek says:
::Looks back at Kent::

CE_Susman says:
:: in the turbolift :: TL: Transporter Room 1

CnsKent-M says:
::enters TL::

CO_Wendy says:
TAC: we'll need security assigned to us

CMOLinard says:
MO : Yes very soon...the crowds are gathering

CO_Wendy says:
TAC: have them meet us at TL one

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Finished to pack up his stuff.. ::CMO: Than we should hurry in our research..

CTO_Derek says:
CO:Right away::Calls up Lorien::*Sec*:I need and the rest of alphas at TL one please.

CO_Wendy says:
::exits TL and enters transporter room one::

Host Hadju says:
::waiting for AT::

CnsKent-M says:
::walks to TR1:: CO: I hope this plan works.

SecLorien says:
::enters TR1 and steps on the pad::

CE_Susman says:
:: exits after all and enters the transporter room, there he takes a tricorder and a type II phaser ::

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: Sir.., if you will excuse.. but I have an urgent human need to fill.... ::Look for a bush ::

CnsKent-M says:
::steps onto the pad... ::

CMOLinard says:
@waits for Antoine

CO_Wendy says:
Kent: I do too

CO_Wendy says:
::steps onto transporter pad::

SecLorien says:
::checks her standard array of weapons... takes a while to check them all::

CMOLinard says:
MO: I'm going to meet with Hadju...meet me when your ready

CE_Susman says:
:: walks to the Transporter pad :: ALL: ready?

CO_Wendy says:
Transporter tech: You should have the coordinates from Hadju ... input and energize

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: Aye sir.. ::: find an hidden place.. ::

CE_Susman says:
<TR Chief> Energizing

CnsKent-M says:
CE: yes, looks like you are too

CE_Susman (beam_out.wav)

SecLorien says:
::nods to the CE::

CE_Susman (beam_out.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
::sees a light on his board go on as the transporters are engaged::

CO_Wendy says:
@::materializes on the planet::

FC_Triton says:
CTO: I've been studying the battle formations of the Learsi...maybe we could run a few simulations while we are stuck in orbit...see if we can formulate a fallback plan...

CMOLinard says:
@::finds Hadju::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: install himself and let go of his human needs ::

CTO_Derek says:
Triton:Sure

CE_Susman says:
@:: now materialized on the planet :: CNS: Sure I am

CnsKent-M says:
@::materializes on the planet::

SecLorien says:
@::materializes on the planet, first things first does a quick visual recon of the area::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: smell something strange.. something like roosted chicken.. ::

Host Hadju says:
@:wendyway: We must hurry! I have to join the other councilmen....I have arranged a spot for your people at the base of the hill::hurries off::

CTO_Derek says:
::Starts running a program on his hacker::

CO_Wendy says:
@::follows Hadju::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Keep sensors locked on surrounding area of the AT, notify me if you get any unusual readings..

CnsKent-M says:
@::follows Hadju and Wendyway::

CE_Susman @:: takes out the tricorder and starts to scan the area :: (tricorder.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: aye sir

Host Hadju says:
@Wendyway:you are to be there::points:: I must go

Ops_Gregg says:
::begins sensor sweeps on the surrounding areas where the AT is at::

CO_Wendy says:
@::takes position Hadju indicated::

Sesom says:
::waits for the right moment::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: really smell strange..recognize the smell.. ::

CE_Susman says:
@:: sending data to the Hayden ::

CnsKent-M says:
@::nods at Hadju and waits with Wendyway::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: hurry up.. go pick up his tricorder and begin to scan the area .. ::

Host Hadju says:
Action: Sesom appears at the pinnacle of the hill. He is wrapped in a pillar of fire and his arms are outstretched as he begins to address the assembled multitude.

CTO_Derek says:
::Program starts to work and he sends a copy to Tritons comp.::

CO_Wendy says:
@All: here goes...

CMOLinard says:
@:: sees AT and goes approaches them::

FC_Triton says:
::starts simulation...plots a trajectory designed to split Learsite ships:: CTO:: lets see if splitting them up works...

SecLorien says:
@::follows the CO and the others::

Sesom says:
All: GOOD PEOPLE, peace and love to you all in the name of all our worlds

CE_Susman says:
@:: follows Wendyway ::

Host Hadju says:
@::watching Sesom with great interest::

CnsKent-M says:
@CO: yes.. ::watches Sesom begin his speech::

CE_Susman says:
@:: aims the tricorder at Sesom as well as watches ::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: scan the area.... suddenly thinking of the poor fate that the Elder went through.::

SecLorien says:
@::looks at the CE:: CE: Do I shoot the guy now or later? ::smiles so he will realize she's kidding::

CO_Wendy says:
@::wonders if Hadju planted a false sign::

Sesom says:
All: I have come to herald our holy war against the unclean, the impure and the impious

MO_Asimov says:
@Aloud: Lieutenant.. I FIND HIM !

CE_Susman says:
@Sec: Calm down, ensign.. In a couple of minutes :: follows the joke ::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Scanning the area.. definitively Etivilans .. ::

Sesom says:
All: Especially, OFF WORLDERS ::points to the Away Team::

SecLorien says:
::arches a brow... *unclean*? Impure... could be...:: CE: Anytime... I don't like his speech one little bit, sir.

CnsKent-M says:
@CE: Is the tricorder picking up anything? ::thinks, probably not::

CTO_Derek says:
::Fires a torp into the lead ones bridge and sends a warning to the others::

CMOLinard says:
@::rushes over to MO::

CO_Wendy says:
@::nods slightly at Sesom::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: See the CMO approaching.. not realizing that his pants are still down.. at least his underwear are up ::

Sesom says:
::plays upon the passions and prejudices of the masses::

FC_Triton says:
::dodges return fire, takes a few hits to port shields:: CTO: we don't have time for warning shots....

CE_Susman says:
@:: hears Asimov :: Asimov: Found what? --- Kent: Not yet.

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: What's left of Elder Soma is in the air sir.. I find him..

CnsKent-M says:
@::watches Sesom without flinching::CE: I didn't think you would.

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: sir I picked up a energy surge near the planet,seems like the same as before

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Understood, can you find the source of the power surge?

SecLorien says:
@::narrows her eyes at Sesom, who happens to be looking her way::

CE_Susman says:
@Kent: And? What do you mean by that?

CMOLinard says:
@MO: alright Dr..,.....looks to crowd sensing intense excitement

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: I'll try sir

CTO_Derek says:
::Fires some ship phasers at the others 2 ships while sending torps into the lead again::

Sesom says:
All: It is time for us to bathe in a river of blood, a sea of fire and be pure

Host Hadju says:
Action: the crowd is straining forward to hear the words spoken by Sesom. The suspense and excitement are thick enough for even a non empath to feel as Sesom flawless performs a complicated string of hand signs as required by the scrolls.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: realize that his pants are down.. pull them up.. :: Aloud: ee.. sorry..

CnsKent-M says:
@CE: That's what happened on Etinad. Tricorder reading showed nothing.

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO*: Can you divert any additional power to sensors?

CO_Wendy says:
@::sees how Sesom is playing the crowd like a violin::

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: picking up some energy leakage from a ship around the planet

Sesom says:
::uses his charisma to blind the crowd into a mob mentality::

MO_Asimov says:
@Aloud: Elder Soma was Disintegrated.. probably by the Sesom..

CMOLinard says:
@watches Sesom

CE_Susman says:
@*Gol* I'm on the planet. Try asking it to Gregg

FC_Triton says:
::watches lead ship take heavy damage, maneuvers in fore final blow. Takes some blasts to Aft shields from other two ships::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: What type of ship?

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO*: Understood, thank you.

CMOLinard says:
@MO: any thoughts as to why?

Sesom says:
All: we are the pure, they ::points at Federation:: are unclean, and would take our resources

CTO_Derek says:
::Blows the lead to bits with lasers and hits the closest with a torp::

MO_Asimov says:
@Linard: If you were a shape shifter.. what's the best way to make sure that nobody will recognize you ?

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: ship type is still unknown,their shields are up

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Divert additional power to sensors, we need to get to the bottom of this.

SecLorien says:
@::squares her shoulders and clenches her teeth:: CE: You know that he could send them all to make a barbecue with us and they'd obey... want me to kill him now? ::not sure if she's being serious or not this time::

CO_Wendy says:
@::hopes this Sesom windbag is about to be exposed for what he is ... annoyed to be called unclean::

CE_Susman says:
@CO: I don't think we'll need their resources.. This entire system is useless for our technology.

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: aye sir ::diverting all power to sensors::

CnsKent-M says:
@::watches Sesom, steps up beside Wendyway and whispers:: CO: this is similar to the way he spoke to the people of Etinad. Before the end of his speech, he will have them ready to attack us::

CMOLinard says:
@MO: become one of them?

Ops_Gregg says:
::scanning around the planet::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Distance to unknown ship?

CO_Wendy says:
@CE: agreed ... but he's trying to incite the people against us

MO_Asimov says:
@Linard: Exactly my thought sir..

FC_Triton says:
::dodges ship two's phaser fire but absorbs direct hit from ship 3's torpedo.::CTO: we just lost aft shields...this is looking bad...

CMOLinard says:
@::nods knowingly::

CO_Wendy says:
@Kent: aye

Sesom says:
::eyes of righteous fire and awe::

CE_Susman says:
@CO: More for us to prove he isn't of them

CnsKent-M says:
@Sec: Be patient. ::smiles understanding how she feels::

CTO_Derek says:
::The sim ends badly::FCO:Yep they got us I forgot about the one behind us.He snick around after I destroyed the first

CE_Susman says:
@:: scans Sesom new shape ::

MO_Asimov says:
@Linard: Sir.. I think we should join back with the away team.. they might need our help..

CMOLinard says:
@::eyes crowds::MO: they know we're not one of them.....I'm not sure what they'll do.....

Sesom says:
All: We shall take our rightful place amongst the great powers

FC_Triton says:
CTO: well I recorded some new data maybe it'll be different...

CO_Wendy says:
@*Gol* Sesom is starting to incite the crowds against us ... I recommend going to red alert

CTO_Derek says:
::Checks sensors and flips up shields and powers up weapons

Ops_Gregg says:
:CSO: the ship is in low orbit sir

SecLorien says:
@::smiles back at the CNS... nice woman... might go see her and try to be less paranoid, but after being in this planet, how could anybody achieve that?::

MO_Asimov says:
@::look at his phasers and his commbadge:: CMO: I guess we can only wait..

CTO_Derek says:
FCO:Well we may be doing the real thing in a second

CE_Susman says:
@CO: Captain, I don't think Red alert is a good idea.. I prefer Yellow alert at this stage of problems.. 

MO_Asimov says:
@:: See that the Captain is talking via her commbadge ::

CMOLinard says:
@MO: I guess so

CSO_Gol says:
*CO*:Understood, we have located a ship in low orbit provided it is not out of transporter range we will investigate. Gol out.

Sesom says:
All: My People, I hathe loved you and I hathe come to see to your needs

MO_Asimov says:
@::approach her :: CO: What's going on sir ?

MO_Asimov says:
@::whispering ::


CSO_Gol ALL: Red Alert! (Alert.wav)

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Orders sir?

Host Hadju says:
Action: All of the required signs and miracles have been performed and the crowd is roaring their approval. Several people have begun pointing at the AT and have started slowly moving closer to them. Suddenly their attention is again drawn to Sesom as he again begins to address the crowd.

CO_Wendy says:
@CE: noted ... but we know from our history of interaction with Sesom that if things are going to happen, they'll happen fast

Ops_Gregg says:
::raising shields::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: see that the crowd is about to go crazy .. start stepping back slowly ::

CE_Susman says:
@CO: Understood.

CTO_Derek says:
::Already has shields up::

SecLorien says:
@::eye scanning the crowd near to her for weapons or a threatening attitude... finds no weapons but threatening attitudes galore::

CMOLinard says:
@::tries to hide nervousness from her mind::

CTO_Derek says:
Ops:I'll handle my job thank you very much

Sesom says:
ALL: Soon all of our Star Systems will be one, we shall be a great and holy power of purity

CO_Wendy says:
@*Gol* Keep a lock on us ... lower shields and transport us up at the first sign of trouble ... but only if it does not jeopardize the ship

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Bring us to an orbit 1,000 kliks above the unknown ship.

CE_Susman says:
@:: gets a little nervous :

Ops_Gregg says:
::grin:: CTO: alrighty then

CSO_Gol says:
*CO*: Understood.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: check his medical kit.. prepare his hypospray to be use.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Smiles back then turns back to console::

SecLorien says:
@::checks with her tricorder in one hand, the other over her phaser, ready for taking it out at a second's notice::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: maintain close lock on the AT, beam out at first sign of trouble.

CnsKent-M says:
@::watches the approaching crowd:: CO: If it is going to happen it will be soon.

CE_Susman says:
@:: scans Sesom again and the whole crowd ::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: than take a look at his phasers.. and looking around.. ::

CMOLinard says:
@::clears mind and watches Sesom trying to read him::

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO:aye sir,::maintains transporter lock on the AT::

Host Hadju says:
Action: the crowd again starts edging toward the AT

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::maneuvers Hayden in to ordered position, attempts to make move seem like routine flight adjustment::

Sesom says:
ALL: It is time for the final sign of truth, fire and wonder....

MO_Asimov says:
@:: set his phasers to maximum stun intensity.. look for a high place ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Gets a clean lock on target::

SecLorien says:
@::stays in the path between the crowd and the AT, doesn't draw his phaser yet but is not going to go down without a good fight::

Host Hadju says:
Action: With a wave of his arms Sesom is suddenly transformed into a monstrously large Golden Eagle. The birds piercing glare sweeps the crowd and settles on the AT. An electric charge seems to be gathering around the birds head and the AT is bathed in a dull red glow, like fire from his eyes

CnsKent-M says:
::remembers Etinad and recognizes the look in their eyes::

CTO_Derek says:
::Sits back in chair not keeping his finger over trigger::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Can you identify the ship better at this range?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: cover his eyes quickly.. prepare himself to shot ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Hayden is in position now sir

CO_Wendy says:
@:: wonders what this glow is and if it is a threat...::

Host Hadju says:
::stands and points at Sesom: Loudly to the crowd: This man is not the Haissem!!!! He is an impostor who reveals himself through false signs!!! 
::All the other councilmen are nodding in agreement with Hadju's words, Shock is evident on their faces::

CE_Susman says:
@CO: If he does the fire, we would try that fire.....what the???!!! :: scans ::

CMOLinard says:
@::shields eyes::

CE_Susman says:
@:: closes eyes and fires ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::tries to scan the ship that is in low orbit again::

CnsKent-M says:
@::stands still trying to see through the glow::

SecLorien says:
@::watches the changeling, and Hadju and the councilmen... mutters:: well, I'll be...

Sesom says:
ALL: Of course it was a false sign, only corrupt elders would recognize false signs

CO_Wendy says:
@Sec: prepare for a battle

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Fire photon torpedo spread at ship 5 kilometers off their port bow.

SecLorien says:
@CO: Aye, sir... as ready as ever ::draws her phaser, sets it for heavy stun::

CTO_Derek says:
CSO:Check::Aims preps spread and fires::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Hail the ship.

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Hold fire maintain lock.

Host Hadju says:
Crowd: this man is Fause!!! All the councilors will confirm....this sing is not in the scrolls!!!

CO_Wendy says:
@:;relieved that Sesom had been revealed to be false ... but knows he won't go down without a fight::

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: aye sir ::opening channel:: hailing frequency open sir

MO_Asimov says:
@:: turns to Hadju as he speak.. ::

Host Hadju says:
Action: no answer

CnsKent-M says:
@::feels relief that Sesom gave himself away::

Sesom says:
::detonates explosives near fuel depots::

CO_Wendy says:
@CE: what phaser setting is needed for a shapeshifter?

Host Hadju says:
Action: the crowd angrily turns on Sesom and begins to close on him looking very dangerous

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: no reply sir

CTO_Derek says:
::Holds fire but keeps finger one trigger this time::

FC_Triton says:
::Preps attack pattern Winter 5::

SecLorien says:
@::tense, waiting for the crowd to make their decision... be it for Sesom or against him::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Glad to hear this.. ::

CE_Susman says:
@CO: Setting 8 would be enough to kill him

Sesom says:
::flees and jumps into a nearby stream, changing into water::

CO_Wendy says:
@CE: can you stun a shapeshifter?

CMOLinard says:
@::smiles to herself sensing intense anger from crowd::

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Fire!!!

MO_Asimov says:
@:: take his hypospray .. and try to approach the Sesom ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Fires everything they got::

SecLorien says:
@::watches Sesom entering the stream, fires against the water with her phaser::

CTO_Derek (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CO_Wendy says:
@::ready to stand back and let the planetary authorities handle their own problems but willing to step in if necessary::

CE_Susman says:
@CO: A phaser can stun everything, captain :: fires at Sesom on setting 4 ::

CSO_Gol says:
COM: Unknown ship: This is Lt. Danvar Gol of the U.S.S. Hayden please identify yourself.

Host Hadju says:
Action: ship explodes

CSO_Gol (Explode !.wav)

Host Hadju (Explode !.wav)

SecLorien says:
@::runs down by the stream, keeps sweeping the water with her weapon::

Sesom says:
::makes his way through the stream, tries to contact ship as he moves::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Approach the stream quickly.. Get himself ready to jump.. as if he was a 12 years old ::

CTO_Derek says:
Self:Uh-oh

Ops_Gregg says:
::shields eyes from the exploding ship::

CMOLinard says:
@::runs to river..probing for the Sesom's thoughts::

CE_Susman says:
@*Hayden*: Hayden, the founder is trying to escape! Take care that he doesn't get away!

CnsKent-M says:
@CO: We have to stop him. ::follows Lorien and Susman to the stream::

Sesom says:
::passing through the water like air::

FC_Triton says:
::maneuvers Hayden out of debris explosive path:;

CTO_Derek says:
Ops:Beam him up!

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Jump into the water.. see something that looks like it's alive ::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Can you locate the founder?

Host Hadju says:
::sees Sesom change::

Host Hadju says:
All: he is not one of us!!!

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Let the stream push him forward ::

CTO_Derek says:
*Smith*:Get a full team in the transporter room!!

CE_Susman says:
@:: tries to follow the founder with phaser at hand ::

SecLorien says:
@::wonders if he is going downriver too fast... she'd spot him if he was going upriver, runs downstream, still firing her phaser::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Approaching what seem to be alive ::

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: aye sir,transporter have a lock on him::

Sesom says:
::shifting his molecules to mimic the water::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Send us f=his coordinates.

CMOLinard says:
@::points upstream at unusual movement and erratic thought patterns:: All: There!!

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Beam him directly to the brig!

CE_Susman says:
@:: scans him and dumps the coordinate to the ship ::

Host Hadju says:
Action: no lock is possible....too much water

MO_Asimov says:
@:: See a group of water change form slightly.. inject some coagulant in it ::

SecLorien says:
@::looks at where Linard points, runs upstream and fires to where the changeling seems to be::

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: lost the lock sir,seems he shifted his appearance again

Sesom says:
::speeds and spreads out::

CnsKent-M says:
::reaches the stream.... looks in the direction Katleen indicated::

CO_Wendy says:
@::runs downstream:: *Gol* lock onto my coordinates and transport now ::throws comm badge in stream where Linard indicated

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Keep looking when you have a lock beam him to the brig.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Spray some coagulant into something moving faster than the rest of the stream ::

SecLorien says:
@CMO: The phaser is set to stun... but we will need a doctor if he's hit, Lt.

CSO_Gol says:
*CO*: Aye, captain.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: wondering when the coagulant is gonna affect the Sesom ::

Sesom says:
::dives deep under the water::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: You heard her!

Ops_Gregg says:
::locks on the CO commbadge and energizing transporters to the brig::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: emerge up.. take a breath and dive again ::

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Have you got him?

Host Hadju says:
Action: water spills out of the brig

CMOLinard says:
@Sec: I'm ready when you are.....he's dispersing his form you'd better hurry

CTO_Derek says:
*Smith*:Never mind just stay there

Sesom says:
::makes way to a storm drain near the spaceport::

CE_Susman says:
@*OPS* Shield the brig when he's there

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: just water sir

CO_Wendy says:
@*Gol* report

FC_Triton says:
::Brings Science sensors on-line at Helm and scans ship debris::

CO_Wendy says:
@::wonders how she's going to get a report when she threw away her comm badge::

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Prepare your team for a "guest".

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Get out of water.. he's all yet.. ::

Sesom says:
::seaps into the shuttlebay::

SecLorien says:
@CMO: I'd like to know if the changeling was actually beamed to the ship or not... ::keeps firing against the water::

CTO_Derek says:
Cso:Already done

CnsKent-M says:
::tries to see where the stream leads...::

CE_Susman says:
@CO: I still have mine -- *Hayden*: Report!

MO_Asimov says:
@:: think he see something running through the stream ::

Sesom says:
::gets in a high warp shuttle::

CMOLinard says:
@Sec: yes he's on board

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Advise the captain we have received just water but are checking it out to be certain.

MO_Asimov says:
@::still running along the stream and passing the brig ::

CMOLinard says:
Sec: but he's trying desperately to escape..

CE_Susman says:
@*CSO*: Acknowledged -- CO: Just water, captain

CnsKent-M says:
@::hears Kathleen:: CMO: On board what?

SecLorien says:
@CMO: Then I don't know what I am doing stunning the fish in here ::looks at the CMO, a dour expression in her face::

Sesom says:
::blasts off heading for deep space::

FC_Triton says:
::ends scan of debris field and logs it for late analyzing, begins scan of orbital space for more ships::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Get out of water again and finally reach what seem to be the Spaceport..::

Host Hadju says:
Action: a ship is detected lifting off

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Have your teams scan the water thoroughly, it could be a trap!

MO_Asimov says:
@:: See a ship lifting up.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Sir ship lift off form the planet.

Sesom says:
::ready to go to warp::

CTO_Derek says:
::Reacts fast and starts to make it so the phasers will stop the ship but not destroy it::

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Lock on to ship, fire warning spread on my mark.

CSO_Gol says:
Ops: Attempt to hail ship.

SecLorien says:
@::watches a ship in the sky... 10 to one that's their guy... kicks dirt::

CTO_Derek says:
::Preps a spread also::

Sesom says:
::shields up and engages warp::

CO_Wendy says:
@::sees ship lift off ... nuts::

Ops_Gregg says:
CSO: aye sir,Opening channel::

CO_Wendy says:
@::&^%%$*$::

CnsKent-M says:
@::sees a shuttle taking off... hopes the Hayden catches it::

CMOLinard says:
CO: can we get a tractor beam on the ship?

Host Hadju says:
Action: ship enters Warp as the Hayden fires

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Ask the captain if she would prefer we engage the ship.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: do I follow?

CO_Wendy says:
@CE: hail the Hayden and tell them Sesom is probably on that ship

Sesom says:
::emergency power full warp::

CTO_Derek says:
CSO:Do I fire?

CE_Susman says:
@CO: Gol's asking if he can engage. 

CSO_Gol says:
Yes!

Host Hadju says:
Action: Changeling escapes...to return another day......

FC_Triton says:
::follows ship warp trail, engage warp::

CO_Wendy says:
@CE: Engage!

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Yes!

CMOLinard says:
@::senses his escape::...Damn!

Host Hadju says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


